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How do you know when you´re in love? This article takes a look at the processes we humans go t
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Article Body:
How do you know if you´ve ever been in love? Most people would argue that although being in lo

While I do not doubt for a second the existence of being in love (albeit being one of those sa

For me, falling in love with someone is a decision made based on the successful matching of on

I fondly refer to the preliminary stage of partner selection as the `terminator glasses´ phase

On the New Years Eve just passed I went to meet friends at a bar where we would be celebrating
Height: Around 6 foot. MATCH.
Build: Not too skinny, not too fat, not too buff. MATCH.
Hair: Short dark brown. Not over the top alla David Beckham. MATCH.
Complexion: Dark olive. MATCH.
Lips: Plump. MATCH.
Smile: Oh my God. MATCH.
Eyes: Big, brown, expressive, with long thick lashes. MATCH!
Stance: Gentle, not cocky. MATCH.
Nationality: Clearly foreign, probably Brazilian. MATCH.

With the terminator glasses still firmly planted on my face, the confirmed Brazilian was permi

Stage two, `the rose coloured glasses´ phase, is extremely dangerous and not usually approache

Declaring the title of stage three is difficult. And the truth is, I don´t know what to call i

My experience with stage three is that I usually realize Mr Perfect is human. I resist accepti
People claim at this point that they have `fallen out of love´. My argument is that they were
What if I said that true love can only be unconditional?
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And inside of that, true love can on

